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REVEALED: Nurse, 45, 'held down an
elderly cancer patient in her bed,
demanded her credit card PIN and
withdrew $1,000 from her account in
attack that left her terri�ied'

Percy McCarthy allegedly assaulted an elderly cancer patient and stole $1000
The nurse is accused of pinning down the 77-year-old woman on a hospital bed
McCarthy, 45, forced her to give up her PIN and later withdrew cash from ATM
She refused to apologise for her alleged crime outside a bail check-in on Friday

By JOSH HANRAHAN FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA
PUBLISHED: 10:10 AEDT, 8 April 2018 | UPDATED: 10:28 AEDT, 8 April 2018

This is the nurse accused of assaulting an elderly cancer patient, stealing her credit
card and withdrawing $1,000 from an ATM, in an attack that left the woman terri�ied.

Percy McCarthy allegedly stole a credit card belonging to a 75-year-old patient in her
care, before holding her down on a hospital bed until she revealed her PIN number.

McCarthy, 45, then walked out of the Hospital for Specialist Surgery at Bella Vista, in
Sydney's west, on March 16 and went to an ATM across the road where she withdrew
$1,000 cash, police allege.

As she left Blacktown Police Station on Friday after reporting for bail, the mother-of-
two refused to comment on her alleged crime and instead scurried off to meet her
husband in a waiting car.

'No sorry, I don't want to talk about it', McCarthy said.

Percy McCarthy (pictured) allegedly stole credit cards from a cancer patient in her care before
holding the 75-year-old down on a hospital bed until she revealed her PIN number
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The nurse from Hospital for Specialist Surgery at Bella Vista, in western Sydney, is facing three
charges of aggravated robbery, knowingly dealing with the proceeds of crime, and dishonestly
obtaining �inancial advantage

On Friday morning, McCarthy hid when she spotted cameras outside her Bungarribee home

Police allege that McCarthy went through the cancer patient's handbag while she
received treatment and stole two credit cards.

She is then accused of forcing the patient down onto a hospital bed and holding her
there until she revealed the PIN numbers.

The alleged attack left her elderly victim Janice Bennett frightened and with bruising
on her arms, legs, chest and neck.

So scared was the pensioner that it wasn't until 5am the following day that she called
her son to tell him about the alleged attack.

'I'm 75 but I fought back it's the normal thing to do… she kept holding me down and
wanting my PIN numbers — it was like a dream... some sort of terrible nightmare,' Ms
Bennett said.

'I feel very scared, very frightened, I can't sleep. The hospital was beautiful and the
food and everything was lovely, I just can't believe it was not safe.'

McCarthy is facing charges including aggravated robbery, knowingly dealing with
the proceeds of crime, and dishonestly obtaining �inancial advantage.

After her arrest in late-March she applied for bail, claiming she needed to be able to
take her children to tennis, piano, swimming and maths lessons on week nights.
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Walking out of her bail check-in at Blacktown Police Station on Friday, McCarthy refused to
comment on her alleged crime 

'I don't want to talk about it': A stony-faced McCarthy hurried off to a waiting car when asked
about the alleged attack outside Blacktown Police Station

After her arrest in late-March she applied for bail, sighting family commitments such as taking
her children to tennis, piano, swimming and maths lessons on week nights

She was granted conditional bail, including being banned from working at hospitals.

McCarthy hid when she spotted cameras out the front of her Bungarribee home on
Friday morning. 

She hurried inside before reappearing less than hour later and taking her children to
school with her husband ahead of her bail check-in.

When asked by Daily Mail Australia about the alleged attack, McCarthy repeatedly
said refused to comment.

In court last month, police prosecutor Sgt Nathan Blatch called the alleged robbery
a 'brazen attack' against a person McCarthy was caring for. 
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Share or comment on this article: Sydney nurse who 'stole elderly cancer patient's
credit card and $1,000' refuses to say sorry

McCarthy has been suspended from working at the Hospital for Specialist Surgery (pictured)
in western Sydney until her case is resolved

'Four minutes after �inishing work... she says some random person gave (the cards
and PIN numbers) to her and asked her to do it,' he said, The Daily Telegraph
reports.

'In terms of the risk to the community, a person who is prepared to rob somebody in
a hospital bed.... where would she stop?'

But Magistrate Roger Brown granted bail, saying he expected the case to be lengthy.

McCarthy has been suspended from duty at Hospital for Specialist Surgery and is set
to reappear in court this month.
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Back to her best!
Paulini Curuenavuli
returns to the stage as
she performs at Carols
In The Domain in a
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after admitting to having
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after bribery scandal
 

Rihanna sends fans
into a frenzy as she
CONFIRMS she will be
releasing new music in
2019... three years after
her last studio album
 

'Mummy will be sad if
you have to share your
birthday with Jesus':
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hilarious message to
her unborn son asking
him not to be born on
Christmas
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Offset... who hints he
will 'change his ways'
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cuddly video 
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Cam during Lakers
game date
 

'He's so much like us
already!' Heavily
pregnant Skye Wheatley
shows off her baby
bump in sheer lingerie
as she jokes her
overdue son is
'fashionably late'
 

TALK OF THE TOWN:
Little Britain comic
giants David Walliams
and Matt Lucas finally
heal 8-year-rift and are
now working on a
television comeback
 

Baring it all! Lara
Bingle flaunts her
sensational figure and
as she poses
completely NUDE on the
cover of Elle magazine
 

Priyanka Chopra and
her new husband Nick
Jonas enjoy double date
night with Joe Jonas
and Sophie Turner in
London... after
celebrating THREE
wedding receptions  
 

TALK OF THE TOWN:
Kylie Jenner enjoys a
white Christmas by
stepping outside in a
dazzling cut-price white
frock
 

Kourtney Kardashian
lights up Christmas
sharing a selfie of
herself in a sexy,
strapless black dress 
 

Serena Williams
shares sweet snap
showing her sleeping
alongside 15-month-old
daughter Olympia
 

Call The Midwife's
Victoria Yeates WEDS
musician beau Paul
Housden in picturesque
French wedding
 

Musician Patti Smith,
71, shares gushing
tribute to close friend
Ralph Fiennes for his
56th birthday leaving
fans convinced that the
pair are dating
 

'My trapped seagull
voice made me a target':
Alan Carr reveals how
bullies pounced on him
because of his high-
pitched speech
 

Meet the yoga-mad
hunk linked to 'hottest'
Royal Lady Amelia
Windsor, 23, after she
started classes with him
in Edinburgh
 

Ariana Grande looks
sexy in stockings as
she shoots new music
video in Hollywood...
after Pete Davidson
refused to see her
during breakdown
 

Diane Kruger and
Norman Reedus are
every inch the doting
new parents as they
take their baby daughter
on stroll in NYC
 

Set the table in gold,
try an Italian cake and
wear sequins in festive
colours: Fashion expert
reveals his top 10 tips
for having a more
stylish Christmas
 

David Beckham
reveals his Christmas
traditions as a child
included a KFC
BARGAIN BUCKET...
after enjoying fun-filled
visit to Lapland UK
 

'Her smile is as wide
as a Cheshire Cat!' PR
queen Roxy Jacenko
shares a sweet photo of
her daughter Pixie
Curtis, seven, after
losing her first tooth
 

All Mariah wants for
Christmas...is six
Scousers flown to the
US to put up her 15ft
trees, 20,000 lights and
decorate her home 
 

Nicki Minaj's boyfriend
Kenneth Petty was
convicted of
manslaughter for
'shooting a man three
times' in 2002
 

TALK OF THE TOWN:
Cameron Diaz keeps it
casual while getting her
weekly shop wearing
everyday jeans, a
jumper and well-worn
boots
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Gretchen Rossi gets
kiss and belly rub from
fiance Slade Smiley at
Villa Blanca post
pregnancy reveal
 

Kesha flashes her bra
beneath torn shirt while
rocking fuzzy blue and
pink coat as she and
beau Brad Ashenfelter
head through LAX
 

Mila Kunis takes mum
Elvira out for breakfast
with hubby Ashton
Kutcher and their two
little ones
 

Can you spot the rip in
this photo? Surf
lifesavers show how
difficult it is to see the
dangerous currents -
and the four main signs
parents should watch
for
 

'You can't ever beat
them': David Campbell
reveals that the biggest
challenge of recording a
Christmas album is
fighting Michael Bublé
and Mariah Carey in the
charts
 

Denise Welch, 60,
shares hilarious video
of husband Lincoln
Townley, 45, donning
HER one-piece bathing
suit while on holiday in
Barbados
 

Paris Hilton poses with
pal Snoop Dogg and
reveals the decor for
her star-studded lavish
Xmas party - including
enormous pink tree
 

Jesy Nelson gives
fans blast from the past
as she dons Geri
Horner's famous Union
Jack costume and says
Ginger Spice is her
'ultimate idol' 
 

Kristen Stewart
appears as if she's
moved on from ex Stella
Maxwell as she holds
hands with rumored
girlfriend Sara Dinkin
during a hike
 

Goldie Hawn and Kurt
Russell look loved up
while strolling through
Aspen together
 

'Should I go full or half
crop?' Vampire Diaries
star Claire Holt jokes
about her fashion
choices as she flashes
a glimpse of her
growing baby bump
 

'We're not trying to
force fun': David
Campbell gushes over
his Today Extra co-host
Sonia Kruger ...as
rumours swirl he could
replace Karl Stefanovic
on the Today show 
 

Kylie Jenner turns
heads at Travis Scott's
Christmas party... as the
rapper gifts a new Tesla
to his manager
 

Awkward meeting!
Brooke Boney risks an
uncomfortable
confrontation at Richard
Wilkins' doorstep after
replacing him as the
Today show's
entertainment reporter
 

Jason Momoa looks
hunky as he hits the
beach in his native
Hawaii to talk up
Aquaman before going
to charity screening
 

Rhian Sugden sets
pulses racing as she
dresses up as a sexy
Santa in VERY revealing
lingerie for sultry
Christmas photoshoot
 

What crisis? Jasmine
Yarbrough gives a
defiant smile as she
dons an all-black
ensemble while
shopping for bargains
at a Sydney boutique
 

'It's really lovely not
having to split our time':
Ksenija Lukich reveals
she celebrates
Christmas TWICE with
husband Dan Bragg and
the couple's Australian
and Serbian families
 

Simon Cowell, 59,
covers his bronzed
torso with a life jacket
as he goes jet skiing
with girlfriend Lauren
Silverman and son Eric
in Barbados
 

Mariah Carey hits the
slopes for some pre-
holiday skiing with her
twins Monroe and
Moroccan
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Hugh Grant admits he
doesn't understand
Love Actually's
popularity... and recalls
the 'horror' of THAT
Downing Street dancing
scene
 

Amber Heard walks
arm-in-arm with beau
Vito Schnabel while
grocery shopping in LA 
 

'Karl ex-wife
announced as new host
of Today show': Axed
Stefanovic follows
hilarious satire site after
it jokingly posted about
ex Cassandra Thorburn
 

Olivia Colman reveals
she had fun putting on
weight for her role as
Queen Anne in The
Favourite... as she
admits she was eating
TRIPLE portions
 

Eiza Gonzalez says
she hopes her career
will make Latina women
'proud'... while revealing
how she's still 'insecure'
about things
Eiza Gonzalez wants her
career to make Latina
women 'proud'. 

Denise Van Outen,
Sam Faiers, Ashley
Roberts and Cardi B
lead the lucky stars
swapping snow for
sunshine on VERY
lavish breaks this
Christmas
 

TOWIE's Lauren Pope
debuts new shorter
locks as she puts on a
busty display in a sheer
bra
 

Angela Bassett, 60,
breaks down in tears as
she meets West End
star playing Tina
Turner... 25 years after
her Oscar-nominated
portrayal of icon in
biopic
 

Ed Sheeran enjoys
romantic PDA-filled date
with fiancée Cherry
Seaborn as they watch
home town football
team Ipswich Town
match
 

Love Island's Kendall
Rae Knight turns up the
style in mini-dress on
girls' night out in
Manchester...after
kissing  Eyal Booker on
reunion show
 

'My favourite place!'
Model Bridget Malcolm
shares a topless photo
as she relaxes on the
beach in nothing but a
pair of denim shorts
during Rottnest Island
holiday
 

Cardi B sizzles in a
racy red sequinned
bodysuit as she
performs in Puerto Rico
after 'cosy holiday
reunion' with estranged
husband Offset
 

Courtney Stodden
teases her curves in
just diamonds and faux
fur...after admitting she
may have 'Daddy
issues'
 

Thora Birch
announces she's 'a
married woman now'
with charming social
media shot
Thora Birch is now a
married woman.

Olivia Buckland
showcases her ample
assets as she
transforms into an ICE
QUEEN for a sexy
festive photoshoot with
a sultry Alexandra Cane
They've never been afraid
of turning up the heat in
sexy ensembles.

Megan Barton-Hanson
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Love Island star flaunts
her curves in a tiny
thong bikini as she
poses with A HORSE
during PDA-packed
beach day with hunky
beau Wes Nelson in
Mauritius
 

Lizzie Cundy stuns in
a black lace dress as
she joins TalkRadio...
after she claimed she
now has 'more work'
after revealing real age
 

Merry and bright!
Sunrise stars Samantha
Armytage and Natalie
Barr get in the
Christmas spirit as they
host Carols in the
Domain in Sydney
 

James Corden turns
out for West Ham's
Premier League match
against Watford as he
enjoys downtime at
home in London
 

Destiny Child star
Michelle Williams set to
play Diana Ross in new
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Soultrain biopic...
while former bandmate
Kelly Rowland scoops
role of Gladys Knight
 

Emily VanCamp and
Josh Bowman lean in
for a kiss as they enjoy
retail therapy on their
honeymoon
 

Cindy Crawford shares
photos of her majestic
Christmas tree in cozy
home snapshot
 

Last minute Christmas
gifts? Jesinta Campbell
tries on some pricey
bling as she goes
diamond shopping with 
husband Buddy
Franklin at a jewellery
store in Sydney
 

'I went into early
labour': Em Rusciano,
39, is rushed to hospital
following a pregnancy
scare in her final
trimester
 

Cardi B won't perform
at Superbowl half-time
show with Maroon 5
'unless they roll out the
red carpet'
 

'The wedding showed
the negative noise was
not going anywhere':
Nine defends decision
to axe Karl Stefanovic
 

Emma Forbes, 53,
showcases her
sensational figure in a
plunging black swimsuit
during another sun-
soaked day at the beach
in Barbados
 

JoJo delightedly
'reclaims her time and
history' as she re-
records her first two
albums after former
label 'removed' her
music following legal
battle
 

Love Actually fans are
stunned after they
discover the tiny real
life age gap between
Juliet and Sam 
 

Two babies onboard!
Teresa Palmer flaunts
her baby belly in a black
jumpsuit and gives son
Forest, two, a piggyback
as she car shops with
her husband Mark
Webber
 

Gordon Ramsay
celebrates 22nd
wedding anniversary
with 'gorgeous' wife
Tana as he shares
throwback snap from
their nuptials
 

Guess who! He's a
celebrity chef who is a
judge on one of
Australia's top cooking
shows - so can you
recognise him as a
fresh-faced school kid?
 

Planning to relive the
big day? Dumped Today
star Karl Stefanovic
grins as he picks up a
case of Bundaberg...
after having a 'Bundy
bar' at his lavish
Mexican wedding
 

Khloe Kardashian
posts sweet tribute to
her 'Queen' mother Kris
Jenner... as she reveals
she wants to be just as
'strong and fabulous' as
she is
 

Pals after all? Claims
that axed Today show
host Karl Stefanovic
had 'good relationship'
with co-star Georgie
Gardner despite
slamming her during
Ubergate scandal
 

Caitlyn Jenner treats
herself to dinner in
Hollywood with Sophia
Hutchins... as ex-wife
and children host
Christmas party without
her
 

Grinning like a
Cheshire cat! Lisa
Wilkinson can't wipe the
smile from her face
while on her Christmas
holidays... days after
Karl Stefanovic's
sacking from Today
 

From strength to
strength! Tiffiny Hall, 34,
shows off her
INCREDIBLE body in a
blue bikini after another
gruelling workout while
on holiday in Bali
 

'I would let out a huge
yell or a growl': Nicole
Kidman reveals she
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'shut down' after
undergoing an extreme
physical and emotional
transformation for 
Destroyer
 

Demi Lovato speaks
straight to fans in series
of tweets about her
sobriety after leaving
rehab
 

Janet Jackson steps
out in black hoodie and
sweats with her hair in a
topknot as she runs
errands in LA
 

Nicki Minaj in Chanel
diamond choker and
blonde wig reveals
boyfriend has inked her
name across his neck
 

Born to be wild! Greg
'Shark' Norman goes
into bikie mode as he
swings into Christmas
with workmates
Greg 'The Shark' Norman
wears many hats

Halle Berry rocks
rolled-up jeans and
stylish black sweater as
she enjoys the sunshine
in LA with gal pal
 

Aquamom! Nicole
Kidman flaunts her age-
defying looks while
donning custom-made
bathrobe... as her
superhero flick drowns
competition at the box
office
 

Absolutely booty-ful!
Model Tammy Hembrow
flaunts her pert derrière
in daring white
underwear as she
strikes a number of
poses in a bedroom
 

'We'll put our tree up
on January 31': Myer
model Rachael Finch
reveals her unusual
cross-cultural
Christmas plans as she
reflects on the holiday
season
 

'Find peace with
Cassandra': Jennifer
Hawkins' agent advises
Karl Stefanovic to patch
things up with his ex
wife Thorburn
 

'I've had some ups and
downs': Paulini
Curuenavuli talks about
rebuilding her life after
THAT bribery scandal
and releasing her first
album in three years
 

Sweet treat! Celebrity
cook Nigella Lawson
reveals her favourite
Christmas recipe... and
you'll be surprised at
how easy it is to follow
 

Mariah Carey wears
visor shades and drinks
champagne on trip to
Louis Vuitton store in
Aspen
 

Puppy love! Karl
Stefanovic is all smiles
as he goes on a
morning walk with his
German Shepherd dog
Chance the Yapper...
days after being fired as
host of the Today show
 

Cardi B and Offset
'look very much like a
couple' as they ride jet-
ski together in Puerto
Rico
 

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL:
Prince Harry WILL join
friends at Boxing Day
pheasant shoot after
rumours animal rights
supporter wife Meghan
had 'banned him'
 

Will Karl Stefanovic be
ousted from Channel
Nine? Insider claims
there is 'no value' in
keeping the former
Today show host at the
network
 

'My mum bought us all
a pair!' Model Jessica
Gomes reveals the
worst Christmas
present she has
received
 

Contour and
'Instagram brows' are
SO 2018! Natalie
Portman's makeup artist
reveals the top '90s
beauty trends that are
coming back for 2019
 

Will Today ever
recover? How Nine
completely botched the
axing of $3 million star
Karl Stefanovic after a
decade of pandering to
the show's stars
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'I suppose they say a
change is as good as a
holiday: Karl Stefanovic
speaks out for the first
time since his shock
sacking from Nine's
Today show
 

Real Housewives of
Sydney star Krissy
Marsh lists her plush
Double Bay apartment
she used while filming
the series for a
whopping $5 million
 

From wrong Jeff
Goldblum report to
storming off set:
Richard Wilkins' most
cringe-worthy moments
on the Today show
 

Is anyone safe?! Nine
insiders claim the sky-
high salaries
commanded by stars
Tracy Grimshaw, Eddie
McGuire and Liz Hayes
are under review
 

'It's the biggest event
in Neighbours' history':
Stefan Dennis says the
8000th episode of the
soap will be 'mammoth'
 

ADVERTISEMENT

MORE DON'T MISS
'They were clashing':

Author claims
Silverchair members
were at each other's
throats before the band
fell apart
 

Kristen Stewart and
rumored new flame Sara
Dinkin happily shop
together in West
Hollywood
 

Kaia Gerber steps out
in cobalt coat and
baggy jeans for
shopping trip with pal
Travis Jackson
 

Mel B sports bandaged
cast on her arm as she
touches down in Los
Angeles following freak
accident that left her
with broken ribs and
'severed' hand
 

Jennifer Garner goes
make-up free and dons
broken heart sweater as
she takes kids to the
cinema 
 

Goldie Hawn dons
white fur-trimmed coat
as Kurt Russell opts for
western attire to go
Christmas shopping in
Aspen
 

'A very tough week, a
challenging year':
Georgie Gardner breaks
her silence after co-host
Karl Stefanovic was
axed from Today... after
claims she 'hates' the
embattled star
 

Kristen Stewart and
Stella Maxwell SPLIT!
They broke up 'one
month ago'... as the
actress is seen holding
hands with stylist Sara
Dinkin
 

Danielle Jonas admits
she hasn't seen in-laws
Nick and Priyanka much
because 'they're still
doing their wedding
thing which is crazy'
 

Game Of Thrones
won't be 'skimping on
its intimate scenes' in
the show's hotly-
anticipated final season
 

Richard Gere, 69,
enjoys a beach day in
Miami with pregnant
wife Alejandra Silva, 35  
 

Beverly Hills 90210
stars Tori Spelling,
Jennie Garth, Ian
Ziering, and Brian
Austin Green reunite for
coffee as they plot a
return to screens
 

Ryan Reynolds lends
his voice talents to
homeland documentary
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about Canadian
wildlife as trailer for
Great Bear Rainforest
debuts 
 

Cardi B strips during
pole dance, breast
feeds in couture, and
plays piano NAKED as
she debuts scintillating
music video for hit
single Money
 

Jake Gyllenhaal, 38, is
dating French model
Jeanne Cadieu, 22, and
the pair are 'pretty
serious'
 

Jessica Alba wears
colorful striped sweater
as she shops with
daughter Honor, 10, in
Beverly Hills
 

Kendall Jenner says
'temper tantrums get
the best of us' as she
flashes 11-year-old
photo of Natalie
Portman and Soulja Boy
on her phone
 

Kim Kardashian tells
fans she'll do a big
reveal of her holiday
decor on Christmas
Eve... as she prepares
to host Kris Jenner's
annual party
 

Megan McKenna
teases a look at her
assets in chic black
dress as she joins
lookalike sister Millie
and pals for festive
bash in Mayfair
 

Jennifer Lawrence and
boyfriend Cooke
Mahoney enjoy a low-
key date amid Weinstein
drama
 

Mel B makes it home
for Christmas as she
arrives in Los Angeles
after 'freak accident' in
London
 

Beyonce shows it's
business as usual as
she rocks sexy maroon
blazer and skirt in
Instagram photos...after
fake album leak
 

Actress Kate del
Castillo sues the
Mexican government for
$60million claiming she
has been 'persecuted'
over El Chapo meetin
 

Bradley Cooper and
Irina Shayk PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Couple
take daughter Lea and
her cousins for fun
family trip to Disneyland
 

Prince Charles and
Camilla back the Daily
Mail's volunteering
campaign in rare and
dramatic intervention to
help beleaguered
hospitals 
 

The Royal Couple's
call to arms: PRINCE
CHARLES'S statement
on volunteering
campaign in full 
 

Kylie Jenner is seen
heading into night two
of boyfriend Travis
Scott's Astroworld
concert in Los Angeles
 

Drew Barrymore
shares a before and
after as she loses 25lbs
in three months... and
opens up about the 'not
easy' reality of co-
parenting
 

Kris Jenner struggles
to wipe the smile off of
her face as she arrives
at Travis Scott's concert
with Corey Gamble 
 

Imogen Thomas stuns
in chic leather mini skirt
and velvet bodysuit as
she enjoys festive night
out in Mayfair 
 

Professor Green, 35,
reveals how he tried to
be 'as cool as a
cucumber' when
meeting his celebrity
crush Kate Beckinsale,
45
 

Jason Momoa wields
his Aquaman trident as
he crashes random
couple's wedding in
Oahu
 

Jennifer Aniston and
Reese Witherspoon
have 'good pedigree'
and their new TV project
is 'smart' says Steve
Carell
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Jay-Z said to be
pressuring Travis Scott
to pull out of Super
Bowl performance amid
NFL controversy with
Kaepernick as Meek Mill
and others question the
rapper's motive
 

Vogue Williams and
Spencer Matthews get
into the festive spirit by
dancing with their son
Theodore as they
prepare to spend their
first Christmas together
as a family
 

Demi Rose flaunts her
buxom bust and
washboard stomach in
revealing two-piece as
she spruces up her
locks at London salon
 

Another victim of the
Today axing? Sylvia
Jeffreys has been in
talks with Nine
executives for the past
week... after her
husband was dropped
by the network
 

Priyanka Chopra adds
heart eyes emoji to
sweet portrait with
husband Nick Jonas at
their THIRD wedding
reception
 

Heidi Montag and
Spencer Pratt renew
wedding vows during 10
year anniversary in
front of Mischa Barton
and Audrina Patridge as
it's filmed for The Hills
redo
 

Is this proof Prince
Louis WAS at the
Queen's Christmas
lunch? Eagle-eyed fans
spot a car seat behind
Kate and William in
photos of the family
arriving the Palace
 

EXCLUSIVE: Oscar-
winner Dustin Lance
Black, 44, reveals he
tried to get a girl
pregnant to 'cure'
himself of being gay
when he was 19
 

Kevin Jonas and wife
Danielle pack their car
with gifts as they head
off for the Christmas
holidays with the kids
It's time for the big
Christmas getaway.

Britney Spears stuns
in strapless black top in
suggestive clip for her
perfume Prerogative
which is part of her $1B
fragrance fortune
 

Hilary Duff shows off
her incredible post-baby
figure in a plaid shirt
and skinny jeans... after
giving birth less than
two months ago
 

Selma Blair and son
Arthur are seen packing
up their Cadillac...
before sharing cute
Instagram photo from
Santa Barbara trip
 

Kelly Osbourne beams
during outing with her
beloved Teacup
Pomeranian for last-
minute Christmas
shopping spree in West
Hollywood
 

Selena Gomez is rock
star chic in graphic tee
and ripped denim shirt...
weeks after her release
from mental facility
 

Black Eyed Peas'
Taboo claims Fergie
turned down band
reunion to work on her
solo album 
 

Dita Von Teese, 46,
shows off her ageless
beauty in a form-
hugging retro gown as
she's spotted in
Hollywood
 

Kevin Hart gets
trapped in a snow globe
with his wife and kids
for hilarious holiday
photo... before ski trip in
Aspen
 

Amanda Bynes is back
to her glamorous
Hollywood style as she
looks fantastic in black
leather jacket and
skintight leggings 
 

Married At First Sight
star Craig Keller and his
fiancée Katie Martin
welcome a baby girl -
and you'll never guess
her name!
 

Aquaman gets off to
strong start at the box
office with $13.7M from
Thursday preview
screenings
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Real Housewives Of
Atlanta star NeNe
Leakes is bundled up in
Gucci in NYC... after
husband Gregg
receives devastating
news about his cancer
 

'We're sick of waiting
baby boy!' Skye
Wheatley flaunts her
huge belly in skimpy
lingerie at 40 weeks
pregnant
 

'A frightening
reminder of the dangers
of over-tweezing!' Claire
Holt shares a throwback
photo from her days
starring on adventure
series H2O: Just Add
Water
 

Ariana Grande, Cardi
B, and Paul McCartney
join in a celebrity-
studded Carpool
Karaoke for epic
Christmas song mashup
 

Helena Christensen,
49, fights off the winter
chill in a grey puffy
jacket and white scarf
for low-key shopping
trip
 

Carrie Underwood
reveals battle with
pregnancy insomnia as
she tweets in the middle
of the night... before
spending $600 on make-
up
 

Rita Ora dresses up as
Father Christmas to
deliver presents and
surprise patients with
Idris Elba at children's
hospitals in London 
 

Mighty Ducks star
Vincent LaRusso files
for divorce from wife
Kathryn after three
years of marriage
 

Mother-daughter day
out! Sophie Wessex
looks cosy in a pink
jumper as she's joined
by Lady Louise, 15, at
the International Horse
Show in London
 

'It was so us and so
perfect': Channel
Seven's Abbey Gelmi
recalls the moment her
Sky News presenter
beau Ben Way popped
the question at Bondi
 

'I've been struggling
with my confidence and
skin': Love Island's
Edyn 'Mac' Mackney
reveals she's been 'in
hiding' as she's
devastated over
suffering from acne
 

'Always and forever':
Pregnant actress Teresa
Palmer celebrates her
fifth wedding
anniversary with her
director husband Mark
Webber
 

'Who needs a fake
bust when you've got
this much fake tan!'
Model Erin McNaught
shows off her sun-
kissed skin and taut
stomach in a skimpy
white triangle bikini
 

Audrey Geisel, wife
and 'ardent champion'
of children's books
author Dr. Seuss, has
died aged 97
 

Revealed: Meghan
took Harry on a secret
visit to the Grenfell
community kitchen - in
the same week that
Adele made TWO
separate trips
 

Drew Barrymore
shares crying photo to
make a point about the
'not so pretty days' 
 

Cardi B's New Year's
resolution? To 'reset'
after split from husband
Offset: 'There was a lot
of good, a lot of bad, a
lot of ugly all mixed
together in 2018'
 

Monica Lewinsky
bundles up in New York
City while out with a
friend - after stressing
the importance of
learning from one's
mistakes
 

'Happy birthday to this
talented beauty': Elle
Macpherson shares
touching tribute to pal
Cheyenne Tozzi as she
turns 30
 

The countdown is on!
Heavily pregnant
Tammin Sursok shares
a sweet sonogram of
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her baby's foot before
revealing her intense
cravings for sweet
treats
 

'It's a bloodbath in
there!' Claims Channel
Nine is continuing to
axe Today show staff
with sports reporter Tim
Gilbert the latest
casualty after 12 years
at the network
 

You forgot to turn your
screen off, Karl!
Stefanovic is caught
faking a phone call as
he tries to ignore
paparazzi outside his
Sydney home
Phoning it in!

'My little man': A
smitten Phoebe
Burgess shares first
photo of her baby son
William's face ...after
welcoming the bub with
NRL star husband Sam
Burgess this month  
 

Kate Winslet cuts a
casual figure in a
leather jacket as she
touches down in
London for Christmas
 

Lady Gabriella
Windsor will be the
THIRD royal bride to
wed at St George's
Chapel in a year
(followed by a Frogmore
reception like Harry and
Meghan)
 

Is everything OK?
Rebecca Judd and her
husband Chris look
tense as they have a
very heated
conversation at a
Melbourne cafe
Fight before the flight? 

Is a culture clash to
blame for the royal
feud? Insiders claim
Meghan's 'say it as you
see it' mentality is
behind clashes with
aides and her reserved
sister-in-law Kate 
 

Today's headlines Most Read
Did drone reviews on Facebook prompt
police to swoop on 'big kid' former
soldier? Police continue to quiz...
Shocking moment volcano tsunami crashes
through packed concert in Indonesia after
Krakatoa blows its top...

Cabinet ministers 'plot to keep Theresa
May in power until 2021 so she can "slay
the old guard" in her...
Everything you think you know about calories
is bunkum! Obesity expert Dr Giles Yeo
reveals the six...

Revealed: Married Jose Mourinho’s
‘secret friendship’ with blonde woman 14
years his junior who he has...
Revealed: Britain’s worst tax scrooges.
Almost 1 in 5 of the biggest firms paid
NOTHING last year – and,...

‘They don’t make 'em like Paddy
anymore’: The fast-talking, quick witted
diplomat who rose from special...
Tributes are paid to 'political visionary' Lord
Ashdown as former Liberal Democrat leader
dies aged 77...

Schools that ban dreadlocks and braided
hairstyles are using ‘slave-era’ tactics to
‘maintain white...
It’s official! Meghan and Kate WON’T be
staying together at Christmas! The Duke and
Duchess of Sussex will...

'I realised I could help others by showing
my scar': Princess Eugenie reveals how
'bombshell' trauma of...
Christmas in the sun: Meghan Markle's mom
Doria Ragland teaches yoga classes in LA
after declining to spend...

THAT dress, and those trousers …and the
rest of Meghan's £1million wardrobe.
Claudia Croft charts – and...
Body is found in search for missing woman,
29, who disappeared three days ago 

Revealed: The exact date you'll give up on
your New Year's resolution - and what you
need to do to actually...
How elite SBS ‘X’ unit wearing night-vision
goggles and armed with assault rifles
rescued crew of cargo ship...

Nurse, 61, who used unhygienic syringe
to administer Botox treatments is struck
off after two women were...
The time it takes to complete a tax return is
set to increase by up to an hour in the new
year

Mother, 38, is branded selfish and
disgusting for buying her children a
mountain of Christmas presents that...
Award-winning boss of student discount
website is accused of sexual harassment and
bullying as his firm...

Revealed: Stressed NHS nurses took
more than one MILLION days off sick last
year as bosses are warned staff...
The brother and sister who made £5million
doing what every parent tells you not to! How
Strictly star Joe...

Are you wrapping your Christmas
presents WRONG? The genius hack that
will help you prepare perfectly...
10 reasons you don't need a shrink to be
happy... including how baking can relieve
stress, knitting can beat...

Crack RAF unit could have downed drone
causing chaos for tens of thousands at
Gatwick…but ministers refused...
Transport Minister Chris Grayling comes fire
again amid claims MI5 'took command of
Gatwick drone response...

PETER HITCHENS: Britain's so soppy we
can't even fight off a toy helicopter

Security chiefs at Gatwick 'were warned
about drone threat but only put up signs
telling users to stay...

Passengers who shelled out thousands of
pounds on holidays cancelled and
delayed by drone chaos count the...
Grandmother, 66, tells of horror after
Staffordshire bull terrier viciously attacked her
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in the street and...

Armed police race to quiet street
after cyclist, 29, is stabbed to death
- as two men, aged 51 and 21,...

Two teenagers including girl, 19, are killed in
horror car crash three days before Christmas
- as man, 26,...

How being a pushy patient might just save
your life: Personal assistant, 54, wakes to
find face hideously...
Crowd control barriers go up around the
Welsh garage that is now worth a FORTUNE
after Banksy created his...

Ministers to press ahead with plans to ban
third-party sales of puppies and kittens

Watership Down: Viewers BLAST show for its
'awful' CGI as they joke that BBC One's £20
million budget should...

Plane stupid! Gay and Lesbian activists
step up campaign to halt immigrants
being deported on flights...
Ministers promised they’d control
immigration. In fact, they’re throwing the
doors open: ANDREW GREEN on how...

Can't stop your brain buzzing at night?
You're not an insomniac, you're just
wakeful - get up, get creative...
The spine-tickler that eases agony of
stomach pains: How tiny implant could help
thousands blighted by...

Dramatic moment British Airways flight to
Dallas was forced to return to Heathrow
after screaming passenger...
Doctors tell parents cannabis will NOT cure
their children of epilepsy as demand for drug
continues to soar

Universal Credit is 'making it harder for
parents to get back into work' as
thousands are waiting months to...
Man in his 30s is shot dead in 'gangland
murder' in Dublin by gunman who blasted
him 'while he was locking...

Tory leadership hopeful Penny Mordaunt
is ‘humiliated’ in new Channel 4 Benedict
Cumberbatch Brexit drama...
‘My boys were called n*****s’ at school in
Jersey’: Leading businesswoman reveals
mixed race sons were...

Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson is
caught ‘plotting Tory leadership bid’ while
dining at £100-a-head...
Dan Hodges: Totally clueless Corbyn has just
handed the PM her best-ever Christmas gift 

Jeremy Corbyn faces furious backlash
from Remainer Labour MPs after vowing
to press ahead with Brexit if...
Theresa May’s deputy David Lidington is
accused of ‘Project Fear Mark Three’ after
warning there could be a...

MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain

 

EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge

 

DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Co-op, Labour and a
betrayal of values

 

TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says

 

RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish

 

Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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